Project Location and Topography

Legend:
- Black line = project boundary
- Red dash = existing woods road (approx. location)
- Red dot = log/wood staging area
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Legend:
Blue = Wetlands and Streams
Black line = project boundary
Red dash = existing woods road
   (approx. location)
Red dot = log/wood staging area

Scale 1:13,716
Project Area on 2015 IR with Soils

Legend:
Light Blue = wetlands and streams
Green Line = Soil type boundary
Black line = project boundary
Red dash = existing woods road (approx. location)

Scale 1:3,362
Project Area – Wetlands, Streams and Vernal Pools

Legend:
Light Blue = wetlands and streams
Dark dots = Vernal pools
Black line = project boundary
Red dash = existing woods road (approx. location)

Scale 1:6,790
New harvest boundary is marked with blue dots.

All trees marked with blue paint are to be retained (not cut).

All trees with orange paint are to be disregarded.
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